
7.Web Hosting 

A Website is a collection of WebPages. These WebPages contain information like text, audio, 

videos etc.A Website can be accessed by any one only if it is hosted in the Webserver.Publishing a 

website requires the following steps 

1. Choose the type of web hosting we needed.  

2. Buying host space.  

3. Domain Name Registration  

4. Uploading files through FTP Client S/w  

Web hosting is the service of providing storage space in a web server to keep files for a website 

so that it will be available on the internet so that anyone can access it. Companies that provide 

web hosting are called web hosts. 

I. Different Types of Web Hosting: There are different ways in which space can be provided for 

a website in a webserver.The Type of web hosting has to be decided based on many factors like 

the memory space needed, the no. of visitors that expected to visit the web site, the use of 

resources like databases,e-mail, etc.The different types of web hosting are 

1. Shared Hosting: This is the most common type of web hosting. Here different types of 

websites are stored are stored on one single web server and they share resources like RAM and 

CPU.Shared hosting is not suitable for websites that need high bandwidth, large storage space etc 

and is most suitable for small websites having less n/w traffic. Shared Hosting is cheaper and 

easy to use. One drawback is that if any one website consumes more bandwidth, it will slow 

down the working of other websites since the bandwidth is shared here.  

2. Dedicated Hosting: Here the web server is not shared by other websites, rather one web 

server is dedicated for one website and the resources like storage space, RAM etc are not shared 

by others. Large organizations,Companies,Govt.Depts are use dedicated hosting since the no. of 

users is much higher. Here the client has the freedom to select software and hardware for the 

website. These dedicated servers are mostly kept is data centers and hence they are provided 

with continuous power supply, high speed connectivity, proper ventilation and maintenance by 

experts. Cost for dedicated hosting is very high but it provides high speed connection. A client 

can place their own servers in the service provider facility and it is called co-location.  

3. Virtual Private Server (VPS): A VPS is a physical server that is virtually partitioned into 

several servers using virtualization technology. Each VPS is similar to a dedicated server and has 

its own operating system, RAM, other s/ws installed in it. Each of these VPS has the facility to 

restart their servers without affecting other virtual servers.VPS hosting provide a dedicated 

bandwidth to each VPS.By this we get the advantage of dedicated hosting at lesser cost. This type 

of hosting is suitable for websites that requires more features than shared hosting but does not 

require all the features of dedicated hosting. Some popular virtualization s/w are 



VMware,Virtualbox,FreeVPS,Usermode Linux,Microsoft Hyper-V.  

 

II. Buying Hosting Space: Once the type of web hosting is selected for our website, the next step 

is to buying hosting space from service provider. While buying hosting space we should be care 

full about the space we needed, database support, email facility etc.We should select the hosting 

space for storing all our files needed for the website.If the webpages containing programming 

content,we need a supporting technology in the webserver. We can select Windows server or 

Linux server depends our requirements. 

III.Domain Name Registration:Our website need a URL to identify and access the website in the 

internet.For this we need a domain name.After finalizing a suitable domain name for our 

website,we have to check whether this domain name is available for us.The website like 

www.whois.net provide a facility to check the availability of a domain name that we have 

selected.Thse websites check the database of ICANN that contain the list of all regd. Domain 

names and gives a response.If the domain that we have selected is available,we can proceed with 

registration by filling the detais like Name,Address,Phone no,Email id etc of the Registrant.After 

paying annual regn.fee through online,we are allocated with the domain name that we have regd. 

Next stage is to connect the domain name with IP address of 

webserver.This is done using ‘A record’ (Address Record).A record is used to store the IP 

Address of a web server connected to a domain name. Here you can set the IP Address for a 

domain name. We can modify the A record by login to it. Only after registering ‘A record’, the DNS 

can connect to IP address of a URL. 

 

IV.FTP Client Software: After selecting the type of web hosting, buying the space and domain 

name, next step is to transfer the files of the website from our computer to web server. This can 

be done with the help of FTP client s/w. 

 

To connect to a FTP server FTP client s/w need user name and password to login. This facility is 

provided by The Site Manager dialog box of FTP client.FTP send user name and Password in 

plain text form, which is unsecure. Therefore now a days SFTP(Secure File Transfer Protocol) is 

used to encrypt username and password.SFTP uses SSH(Secure Shell)protocol for 

encryption.FTP client s/w is provided with ‘drag and drop’ option option to upload files to web 

server.Egs. for FTP client s/w are FileZilla,,Cute FTP,Smart FTP etc. 

Free Hosting: Free hosting provides web hosting services free of charge. The service provider 

displays advertisements in the website hosted to meet the expenses. But there are some 

restrictions for uploading the files like the file size could not exceed a limit( 5 MB), audio/video 

files could not upload etc.Some Hosting companies are provided with design templates, which 



the user must follow and they generally will not allow any external files to upload. 

Free Webhosting services are usually provide either their own sub domain 

(myschool.google.com) or as a directory service (www.google.com/myschool).(Here myschool is 

for eg. Our domain name and google-service provider).Free hosting is useful for sharing contents 

on the web among groups having similar interests like non profitable organization, charity,social 

services etc who are not able to spend money for web hosting.Sites like google.com,yola.com etc 

provide free web hosting. 

Content Management System (CMS):CMS refers to a web based software system which is 

capable of creating, administrating, and publishing websites.ie, CMS provides an easy way to 

design and manage attractive web sites.CMS are freely downloadable. Copy the files of the CMS to 

the hosting space on our web server and configure the website. While using CMS s/w make sure 

that the web server supports the CMS. There are templates available for CMS and we can choose 

a template and we can add titles, images etc for our website.CMS provide security features also 

and helps people with less technical knowledge to design web sites.CMS is highly economical and 

is suitable for bloggers.Egs. for CMS are Wordpress,Joomla,Drupal etc. 

Responsive Web Design: Responsive Web design is the custom of building a website suitable to 

work on every device and every screen size like Desktop, Mobile phones, Tablet etc.In earlier 

days companies are maintaining separate websites for mobile devices. Traditional WebPages are 

designed for Desktops and Laptops. When these pages are viewed by mobile devices we feel 

difficulty. We may scroll from one part to another part of the webpage to view completely. 

Responsive web design eliminates this. The term Responsive web design was first proposed by 

Ethan Marcotte. 

Responsive web design can be implemented using the following ways 

 

Flexible grid layout-It is used to set the size of entire webpage to fit the display size of device. 

Flexible images-Flexible images and videos set the image/video dimensions to the percentage of 

display size of the device. 

 

Media queries-Provide different styles for individual devices (A horizontal menu in a webpage for 

larger devices may convert to drop down menu for mobile devices.) This done with the help of 

CSS file. 

 

 

 

 

 


